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Abstract
Background and purpose Acute ischemic stroke (AIS)
patients who benefit from endovascular treatment have
a large vessel occlusion (LVO), small core infarction, and
salvageable brain. We determined if diffusion-weighted
imaging (DWI) and perfusion-weighted imaging (PWI)
alone can correctly identify and localize anterior circulation
LVO and accurately triage patients to endovascular
thrombectomy (ET).
Materials and methods This retrospective cohort study
included patients undergoing MRI for the evaluation of AIS
symptoms. DWI and PWI images alone were anonymized
and scored for cerebral infarction, LVO presence and LVO
location, DWI-PWI mismatch, and ET candidacy. Readers
were blinded to clinical data. The primary outcome measure
was accurate ET triage. Secondary outcomes were detection
of LVO and LVO location.
Results Two hundred and nineteen patients were included.
Seventy-three patients (33%) underwent endovascular AIS
treatment. Readers correctly and concordantly triaged 70 of
73 patients (96%) to ET (κ=0.938; P=0.855) and correctly
excluded 143 of 146 patients (98%; P=0.942). DWI and
PWI alone had a 95.9% sensitivity and a 98.4% specificity
for accurate endovascular triage. LVO were accurately
localized to the ICA/M1 segment in 65 of 68 patients (96%;
κ=0.922; P=0.817) and the M2 segment in 18 of 20
patients (90%; κ=0.830; P=0.529).
Conclusion AIS patients with anterior circulation LVO are
accurately identified using DWI and PWI alone, and LVO
location may be correctly inferred from PWI. MRA omission
may be considered to expedite AIS triage in hyperacute
scenarios or may confidently supplant non-diagnostic or
artifact-limited MRA.
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Approximately 35% of acute ischemic stroke (AIS)
is due to large vessel occlusion (LVO) of the internal
carotid artery (ICA) or M1 and M2 segments of the
middle cerebral artery (MCA).1 AIS due to LVO
may be treated with endovascular thrombectomy
(ET), which results in significantly improved clinical outcomes relative to medical therapy.2 ET is
particularly effective when delays to reperfusion
are minimized.3
AIS patient triage to ET requires rapid neuroimaging to identify optimal candidates and to exclude
patients with contraindications to treatment.

Endovascular candidates most likely to benefit from
treatment have: a small core infarction; salvageable brain tissue; and large vessel occlusion (LVO).4
Current treatment guidelines recommend that AIS
patients undergo non-invasive neuroimaging triage
before ET, which minimally includes a non-contrast
head CT and CTA.5 6 MRI remains the gold standard
in the assessment of cerebral ischemia and has been
demonstrated to be both safe and efficacious in the
triage of AIS patients.7–9 MRI may be particularly
useful in the evaluation of AIS patients who present
in late time windows10 11 and is extensively utilized in
concert with PWI in recent trials expanding the time
window for ET.12 13
AIS patient selection for ET on the basis of
a DWI-PWI mismatch is well established and
correlated to improved functional and angiographic
outcomes.8 14 Benefits of PWI include the identification of DWI-negative cerebral ischemia, matched
perfusion deficits, and malignant perfusion profiles,
all of which optimize patient selection for endovascular treatment.15 Additionally, PWI provides an
indirect quantitative measurement of collateral vessel
status,16 17 which is an established predictor of favorable outcomes following AIS.18
All AIS neuroimaging protocols seek a balance
between providing detailed information for the
optimal triage of patients to ET and minimizing the
imaging time to facilitate expeditious treatment.3
Rapid AIS MRI protocols typically include DWI,
PWI, MRA, and gradient-echo (GRE) sequences.19
Further reduction in the length of such an already
streamlined MRI protocol requires the extraction of
more information from fewer sequences. A detailed
understanding of vascular territories may allow inference of the presence and location of a LVO from PWI
data alone.20 We hypothesized that DWI and PWI
sequences alone may be sufficient to triage patients
with anterior circulation AIS symptoms to ET. We
determined the accuracy of endovascular candidacy,
LVO identification, and LVO localization using only
DWI and PWI in the absence of any clinical data.

Materials and methods
Study design

The study was approved by our Institutional Review
Board and complied with the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act. We performed
a retrospective cohort study of all 73 consecutive
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patients who underwent AIS triage to ET with MRI at our neurovascular referral center between January 1, 2012 and December
31, 2016. All MRI studies included DWI, GRE, MRA, and PWI.
All patients triaged to ET presented within 16 hours of symptom
onset. We included an additional 146 consecutive patients who
underwent MRI for the evaluation of acute cerebral ischemia.
These patients had symptoms consistent with acute ischemic
stroke due to LVO or a more distal occlusion, and this group
was included as a control group to enable comparison between
ET-eligible and ET-ineligible cases. In total, 219 patients were
included in our study. Exclusion criteria included patients with
posterior circulation LVO and MRI studies with excessive
motion or technical failure of PWI.
Gold standard assessment of cerebral infarction, cerebral
hemorrhage, LVO presence, LVO location, perfusion deficit
(measured as the volume of tissue with a Time-to-maximum
(Tmax) delay of >6 s), and DWI-PWI mismatch (defined as a
mismatch between the DWI and Tmax>6 seconds volume of at
least 15 mL and a mismatch ratio of 1.8) were determined from
the official radiology report and independently validated by an
experienced neuroradiologist.
Anterior circulation LVO was categorized as an occlusion of
the ICA, M1, or M2 segment of the MCA. MCA vessel segments
were defined on a strictly anatomic basis: M1 segment was
the horizontal segment; M2 segments started at the vertical
inflection overlying the insula and terminated at the circular
sulcus; and M3 and M4 segments were distal to the circular
sulcus inflection. Patients appropriate for ET had: a cerebral
infarction volume estimated to be ≤70 mL; a LVO (ICA, M1, or
M2 MCA segment occlusion); a DWI-PWI mismatch; and absent
cerebral hemorrhage.8
DWI and Tmax PWI maps from all patients were anonymized
and entered into an Osirix (Pixmeo, Bernex, Switzerland) database for imaging review by three readers: an experienced diagnostic neuroradiologist; an experienced neurointerventional
radiologist; and a radiology resident. Each reader visually scored
DWI and Tmax images for: the presence of acute infarction;
the presence of a LVO and, if present, LVO location (ICA, M1,
or M2); PWI deficit on Tmax maps; DWI-PWI mismatch presence; the presence of any contraindication to ET (such as cerebral hemorrhage, matched DWI-PWI, or estimated core infarct
volume >70 mL); and ET candidacy according to DEFUSE 2
criteria.8 Automatically quantified Tmax delay volumes on the
RAPID maps were not utilized by readers, and DWI volumes
were only utilized if visual estimation of the core infarct volume
was thought to be borderline. Readers were blinded to MRA
and GRE sequences, clinical data (including time from symptom
onset and National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS)),
and any prior imaging studies. Clinical data were intentionally
excluded from analysis to isolate the predictive capabilities of
PWI/DWI in ET triage. The accuracy of individual reader scores
was determined by comparison to final MRI and angiography
reports.
The primary outcome measure was accurate ET triage using
DWI and PWI alone compared with ET triage by the neurointerventionalist at the time of presentation. Secondary outcome
measures were accurate LVO identification and LVO localization
compared with MRA interpretation by experienced neuroradiologists from the original MRA reports.

Neuroimaging protocol details

All included patients underwent stroke protocol MRI, which
minimally included DWI, GRE, time-of-flight head MRA, and
bolus PWI with automatic image post-processing by RAPID
2

software (iSchemaView, Menlo Park, California).21 Our institution utilizes a rapid stroke protocol that includes SSFSE localization images (0:20 min), DWI (0:41 min), GRE (1:56 min),
PWI (1:48 min), and time-of-flight head MRA (2:25 min), for a
total imaging time of 7:10 min. These MRI protocols for AIS
triage to ET do not include the aortic arch or cervical vascular
imaging. Imaging was performed on a 1.5T GE Signa or 3.0T
GE MR750 MRI scanner using an eight-channel GE HR brain
coil (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI). Technical imaging
parameters were as follows: DWI parameters: TR=6000 msec,
TE=78.2 msec; b-value=0 and 1000; flip angle 90°, and PWI
parameters: TR=1800 msec, TE=35 msec; flip angle 80°. All
images were acquired with 5 mm slice thickness. Dynamic phase
bolus perfusion imaging was performed following the intravenous administration of Multihance (Bracco, Milan, Italy) into an
antecubital vein at a rate of 4.0 mL/sec using a power injector.
Imaging coverage extended from the vertex to the occiput.

Statistical analysis

For each criterion scored per reader, comparisons against reference data were analyzed using a two-tailed chi-squared test
(α=0.05). Inter-reader agreement was assessed using Fleiss’
kappa test. Statistical significance was set at the 0.05 level. Individual reader scores were pooled by average for analysis with
consensus between at least two of three readers. Pooled reader
accuracy was determined by a P value>0.05, demonstrating a
lack of a significant difference from reference data. All data were
processed using Excel (Microsoft, Redmond, WA).

Results
Imaging triage and candidacy for endovascular therapy

Two hundred and nineteen patients (49% female, mean age 66.4
years) met our inclusion criteria. Seventy-three patients (33%)
underwent endovascular AIS treatment following MRI evaluation. The remaining 146 patients did not undergo endovascular
AIS treatment due to a matched perfusion deficit (11 patients,
7.7%), cerebral hemorrhage (15 patients, 10.3%), clinical inappropriateness for treatment (one patient, 0.7%), or absence of
cerebral ischemia and/or LVO (131 patients, 89.7%).
Quantitated core infarct, Tmax delay >6 s, and mismatch
volumes were calculated by RAPID in a post hoc analysis after
the study was completed and are summarized in online supplementary table 1.
When anonymized DWI and PWI sequences were reviewed,
readers accurately identified the presence of acute infarction in
113 of 118 patients (96%; κ=0.926; P=0.676), LVO in 86 of 88
patients (98%; κ=0.943; P=0.921), and a DWI-PWI mismatch
in 76 of 79 patients (96%; κ=0.921; P=0.825). Among all
patients with AIS due to an anterior circulation LVO, 2 of 88
patients (2.3%) were not identified by DWI and PWI alone.
Readers correctly and concordantly triaged 70 of 73 patients
(96%) to ET (κ=0.938; P=0.855) and correctly excluded 143
of 146 patients (98%; P=0.942) from ET (Table 1). Therefore,
DWI and PWI alone have a sensitivity of 95.9% and a specificity
of 98.4% for accurate ET triage (table 1). False negative exclusion from ET was determined on the basis of even a single discordant reader, as was the case for false positive inclusion of control
patients in ET. Two of the three patients incorrectly excluded
from ET had cervical carotid stenoses and fluctuating neurologic
symptoms, but readers were blinded to clinical data. The third
erroneously excluded patient had a high presenting NIHSS score
of 25 and a borderline perfusion mismatch of exactly 15 mL.
Post-processed quantitative maps of core infarction and Tmax
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Table 1

Endovascular candidacy and triage
Overall
Correct

Positive cases
Incorrect

Correct

Incorrect

Reference
agreement

Inter-reader
agreement

Sensitivity

Specificity

Acute infarction

208/219 (95.1%)

11/219 (4.9%)

113/118 (95.5%)

5/118 (4.5%)

P=0.676

ĸ=0.926

·

·

Large vessel occlusion

216/219 (98.5%)

3/219 (1.5%)

86/88 (97.7%)

2/88 (2.3%)

P=0.921

ĸ=0.943

·

·

Diffusion-perfusion
mismatch

212/219 (96.7%)

8/219 (3.7%)

76/79 (96.2%)

3/79 (3.8%)

P=0.825

ĸ=0.921

·

·

Triage to endovascular
therapy

214/219 (97.6%)

5/219 (2.4%)

70/73 (95.9%)

3/73 (4.1%)

P=0.855

ĸ=0.938

95.9%

98.4%

values better demonstrated this small mismatch, but blinding of
readers to clinical data accounted for the erroneous exclusion
of this patient. Three of 146 patients (2%) from the control
group were erroneously triaged to ET, two by two readers each
and the third by all three readers. One of these two patients
demonstrated cerebral hemorrhage which was not recognized
by readers in the absence of a GRE sequence, while the other
demonstrated a borderline perfusion mismatch considered too
small for intervention at the time of triage. All three readers
erroneously triaged the third patient to ET due to a large territorial perfusion mismatch. However, the patient was of advanced
age and demonstrated a malignant perfusion pattern and was
therefore deemed a poor ET candidate.

Large-vessel occlusion localization

Readers accurately localized vessel occlusions to the ICA/
M1 segments in 65 of 68 patients (96%; κ=0.922; P=0.817;
table 2; figure 1A–B), which were pooled together given the
similar appearance of perfusion deficits caused by these LVOs
(figure 2). Accurate localization of M2 segment vascular occlusions occurred in 18 of 20 patients (88%; κ=0.830; P=0.529;
table 2). M2 misclassifications were most frequently localized
to the M1 segment (mean 2 of 20 patients (10%); range 0–4
(0–20%)%] by reader; figure 1C). Failure to identify a LVO by
any individual reader occurred in 0–2 patients with ICA LVO
(0%–13%), 1–2 patients with M1 LVO (2%–4%), and 0–1
patient with M2 LVO (0%–5%; figure 1A–C, table 2B).
The absence of a LVO was accurately classified (mean 130/131
[99%]; κ=0.937; P=0.977; table 2; figure 1D, table 2B). One
patient without a LVO was misclassified with an ICA occlusion
by two readers (1 of 131 patients (0.8%); figure 1D, table 2B).
This patient had high-grade atherosclerotic stenosis of the supraclinoid left ICA and presented with confluent infarction and
a large area of oligemia in the left ICA territory. The readers
mis-interpreted the oligemia as tissue-at-risk of infarction and
incorrectly triaged the patient to endovascular treatment. This
mistake would likely have been avoided if the readers had access
to CBV images, which demonstrated increased CBV that was
consistent with a chronic proximal stenosis, automated Tmax
quantification, which demonstrated a volume of Tmax >6 s of
only 4.3 mL, or clinical data, which demonstrated a low NIHSS
in this patient.

Discussion

In this study, we found DWI and PWI sequences alone to be
highly accurate in the triage of anterior circulation AIS patients
to ET. Our readers accurately and concordantly triaged 96% of
patients to ET using only DWI and PWI sequences in the absence
of clinical information. The three patients who were incorrectly
excluded from endovascular therapy in our study had subtle

imaging findings of AIS and LVO, which were not accurately
interpreted by our readers. However, these three patients had
neurologic symptoms consistent with AIS due to LVO, and we
expect that the inclusion of these clinical data, as would occur
outside of a study designed to isolate the predictive value of
imaging alone, would result in more accurate triage following
interpretation of DWI and PWI in these patients. Specifically,
we posit that inclusion of clinical data in this study would actually confound our results, as it would be impossible to separate
the weight placed by readers on the clinical versus imaging data
when considering ET triage.
We also hypothesized that cerebral perfusion deficit patterns
identified by PWI are specific to the causative vascular occlusion,20 22 and that the presence of a LVO may be inferred from
PWI alone. We found that anterior circulation LVO may be
accurately localized using PWI alone in up to 96% of patients.
Our results suggest that PWI may be used to infer the presence
of anterior circulation LVO with a high degree of confidence,
which may be beneficial in troubleshooting artifact-degraded,
motion-degraded, or non-diagnostic MRA studies. Stated differently, patients with a LVO and a small core infarction who underwent ET have a large perfusion deficit. By contrast, patients who
did not undergo ET had a LVO, a large core infarction, and
no significant perfusion deficit (online supplementary table 1).
Therefore, our findings are in good agreement with previously
established methods of triage set forth by the SWIFT-PRIME,
EXTEND-IA, and DEFUSE 3 trials.13 23 24
Neuroimaging protocols for AIS triage vary widely by institution, and controversy remains regarding whether MRI over
CT is the most optimal for ET triage.25 DWI remains the gold
standard in the assessment of cerebral ischemia, and MRI has
demonstrated safety and efficacy in the identification of appropriate ET candidates and, at our institution, is performed as
rapidly as CT-based triage.7 8 15 19 Some institutions have recommended complex combined workflows utilizing both CT and
MRI in AIS triage.25 However, such protocols require a highly
streamlined process that is impractical for many institutions due
to physically separate locations of CT and MRI scanners and the
necessity of holding both a CT-scanner and an MRI open for the
evaluation of a single patient.
The high sensitivity and specificity of DWI and PWI sequences
alone for ET triage suggests that an ultra-rapid MRI protocol
that uses PWI rather than MRA for the determination of LVO
presence may be adopted, or that MRA may be confidently
supplanted if unavailable or artifact-degraded. Our institution
uses a rapid stroke protocol that includes localization images
(0:20 min), DWI (0:41 min), GRE (1:56 min), PWI (1:48 min),
and time-of-flight head MRA (2:25 min). Omission of MRA in
an ultra-rapid MRI protocol would reduce the total scan time
by approximately 2.5 min (34%) from 7:10 min to 4:45 min.
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2

2/146
144/146

144
3

3/73
70/73

70
0

0/131
0/131

0
0

1/131
130/131

130
1

0/20
2/20

0
0

0/20
18/20

19
2

1/53
0/53

0
1

3/53
48/53

50
2

1/15
0/15

0

8

7

8/15

2

3

Pooled

6/15

10
1

6

3

2
144

143
2

3
70

71
0

0
0

0
1

1
130

130
0

0
4

2
0

0
16

18
1

1
1

0
4

5
46

48
0

1
0

0

Correct
Reader

6

Correct
Correct
Correct

M1

Called no
occlusion
Called
M2
Called
M1
ICA

B. Individual reader

5

False
positive

Exclude from ET

Correct
Correct

False
negative
Called
ICA
Called no
occlusion
Called
M2

130/131 (99.0%)
No occlusion

Called
ICA

18/20 (88.3%)

·

48/53 (90.6%)
M1

·

M2

65/68 (96.1%)

8/15 (55.6%)
ICA

ICA/M1

Correct
A. Pooled LVO localization

Table 2

Pooled LVO localization accuracy and individual reader accuracy

M2

Called
ICA

Called
M1

1/131 (1.0%)

2/20 (11.7%)

5/53 (9.4%)

3/68 (3.9%)

7/15 (44.4%)

Incorrect

Called no
occlusion

No occlusion

P=0.989

P=0.529

P=0.414

Called
M1

Called
M2

Triage to ET

ĸ=0.937

ĸ=0.830

ĸ=0.864

ĸ=0.599

ĸ=0.922
P=0.817

P<0.001

Reference agreement

Inter-reader agreement

Ischemic stroke
While this modest reduction in scan time may have a small but
measurable impact on patient outcome,26 the systematic saving
of minutes during AIS patient triage to endovascular treatment
may have a larger impact on outcome in patients presenting in
the hyperacute period, particularly when those with poor collaterals are more likely to have salvageable brain tissue. In support
of the idea that incremental time savings are beneficial, other
studies have estimated that each minute of delay to revascularization results in a 0.3% reduction in the probability of achieving
a good functional outcome,27 28 and that reduced time to revascularization remains a critical predictor of improved outcomes.3
Following patient triage to ET, the absence of non-invasive
cerebral, cervical, or aortic vessel imaging is unlikely to affect
the neurointerventional workflow. Most neurointerventionalists
perform ET with standardized access constructs and equipment
that are designed to rapidly navigate a wide range of complex
arterial anatomy during ET procedures. While some institutions acquire non-invasive aortocervical vascular imaging for all
patients, we do not routinely evaluate the aortocervical vasculature at our institution. We have not identified any procedural
detriment due to our more selective imaging, and our institutional groin puncture to revascularization times are superior to
those reported in recent randomized trials (Wolman and Heit,
unpublished data).29
There is evidence that PWI (CT or MRI) is superior for the evaluation of AIS due to LVO presenting in late time windows.10 11
The DAWN (DWI or CTP Assessment With Clinical Mismatch in
the Triage of Wake Up and Late Presenting Strokes Undergoing
Neurointervention)12 and DEFUSE 3 (Endovascular Therapy
Following Imaging Evaluation for Ischemic Stroke 3)13 trials
utilized a PWI-based patient selection methodology to randomize
late-time window AIS patients to either ET or medical therapy.
Both studies were halted early after an interim analysis demonstrated a significant benefit for patients treated with ET. Results
of the DAWN and DEFUSE 3 trials are expected to markedly
increase the number of patients eligible for ET treatment triage
using PWI, which has the potential to overwhelm comprehensive and neurointerventional capable stroke centers. Improved
imaging triage of AIS patients prior to transfer to comprehensive
centers will likely be required to efficiently evaluate these late
time window patients.
Currently, as few as 28% of AIS patients transferred to
comprehensive stroke centers for ET undergo treatment, and
the routine use of vascular imaging at referring hospitals has
the potential to prevent up to 20% of unnecessary patient transfers.30 The results of our study are readily adaptable to CT PWI
techniques, and the use of ultra-rapid AIS imaging evaluation
using PWI (CT or MRI) may be employed at referring hospitals
to more effectively triage patients who are likely to benefit from
ET to comprehensive and neurointerventional capable hospitals.
Particular consideration should be given to the broad adoption
of PWI with automated post-processing at referring hospitals
given that both the DAWN and DEFUSE 3 trials used this technique to determine ET candidacy, which will likely establish PWI
as a necessary component of standard-of-care neuroimaging for
AIS. We expect that neurointerventionalists will benefit from
knowing that a late time-window AIS patient who is undergoing
transfer for possible ET meets DAWN and/or DEFUSE 3 treatment criteria.
Community hospitals may have reduced access to experienced
neuroradiologists and neurologists experienced in interpreting
advanced brain imaging, such as CTA and MRA. Our study
demonstrated a similar degree of accuracy in image interpretation between an experienced neuroradiologist, an experienced
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Figure 1 Individual LVO localization and triage accuracy. Individual reader accuracy in the localization of LVOs to specific vessel segments: (A) ICA;
(B) M1; (C) M2; and (D) no occlusion. Each reader is numbered 1–3, with pooled reader accuracy displayed as a fourth bar in each graph. The bottom
portion of each graph denotes accurate localization compared with reference reports, with different shaded segments above denoting the breakdown
of corresponding localization errors. Note that the scale for each graph varies.
neurointerventional radiologist, and a first-year radiology resident, which suggests that PWI interpretation at smaller hospitals
less accustomed to advanced neuroimaging may remain highly
accurate. Additional studies may test this hypothesis, and we
have begun piloting this approach in the triage of AIS patients
for transfer from our own spoke hospitals.
Our timely results may be used as a road map in establishing
rapid and efficient neuroimaging protocols at referring hospitals
that are likely to simplify and expedite the appropriate triage
and transfer of AIS patients, while potentially reducing the costly
transfer of patients who are ineligible for ET.

Limitations

Our study is limited by the retrospective and non-randomized study design, which may introduce bias. The study was
performed predominantly by experienced neuroradiologists
and neurointerventional radiologists, which may limit the
generalizability of our findings. Differences in triage by the
readers in our retrospective study when compared with the
time of patient evaluation is undoubtedly influenced by clinical factors, physical examination findings, and additional
MRI sequences (such as GRE) that were not provided to our
readers, though this blinding was an intentional effort to
experimentally isolate the value of imaging data for patient

triage. Nonetheless, these differences may bias the results or
our study. We did not include patient outcome as an outcome
measure of this study given the heterogeneous population
studied, and, therefore, our study is unable to measure
how changes in neuroimaging protocols may impact patient
outcome.

Conclusions

Patients with anterior circulation AIS due to a LVO are accurately identified on DWI and PWI alone, and the information
provided by MRA may be correctly inferred from PWI. Omission of MRA may be considered to expedite AIS imaging and
treatment in appropriate clinical scenarios or may be confidently
supplanted if non-diagnostic or artifact-limited.
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